Abstract. Nowadays, the information of personal viewpoints booms on the Internet. The sentiment analysis based on the content of blogs is a hot issue in natural language processing. This paper establishes a system of blogger's sentiment analysis which is based on comment target extraction. It is supposed to extract the sentimental information and key events in the blogs as well as the related characters, time and locales. This paper makes an intensive study of its key technology -comment target extraction, and presents a target filtering method based on term-frequency filtration and NN filtering algorithm. It also classifies sentences of sentiment and makes analysis rules for that. According to test results, the system has higher accuracy.
Introduction
With the development of the Internet, an increasing number of people start to create and use blogs, which leads to the explosion of sentiment information. Automated techniques for analyzing author's attitudes towards specific events will attribute to business intelligence and public opinion survey because it is hard to gather and process such massive information only with manual methods. The classification methods in the existing blogging sites are almost based on topic and hard to get the information of blogs. Therefore, it's a well-worth concerning issue that how to get the sentiment in blogs.
Text sentiment analysis has had world-wide attention since 1990s. The available sentiment analysis techniques fall into two categories, semantic approach and machine learning.
Mckeown and Hatzivassiloglou have begun to research on semantic orientation since 1997. J.Kamps, R.J.M Okken, M.Marx and M.D Rijke used WordNet to measure the semantic orientation. They chose several pairs of bipolar adjectives to scale the responses of subjects to words, short phrases, or texts. Some clues in dispersive verbs and adjectives have been found, and the praise and criticism in sentences have been measured by N-gram analysis. With the functions of calculating semantic similarity and semantic relevance provided by How Net, Ly Zhu et al. proposed a method to measure semantic orientation, which is to calculate the relevance of candidate words and the seed words. B.Pang et al. employed three machine learning methods (Naive Bayes, maximum entropy classification, and support vector machines) to research on sentiment classification. Lh Xu et al. adopted the derogatory or commendatory terms as features of classification to create Support Vector Machine classifier and identify the text orientation.
Chinese is different from English that there is no clear boundary between its words. Thus, we need Chinese word segmentation techniques to pre-process them. Chinese word segmentation techniques are divided into three categories, each of which is based on string matching, statistics and comprehension respectively. The word segmentation technique based on string matching is simple and efficient. However, it is hard to use this technique to solve the problems in ambiguous recognition and new word recognition. The technique based on statistics doesn't need a word segmentation dictionary but has low accuracy. And the technique based on comprehension is to make machine own human's comprehensive ability but it is still in early stages.
Comment Target Extraction.
The system in this paper uses the sentiment analysis technique based on comment target extraction. The framework of algorithm is shown below. Firstly, we use Pan Gu segment to extract nouns and noun phrases as the candidate comment targets. Secondly, we use term-frequency filtration to filter those targets, dividing the sentences into several categories and analyze sentiment orientation for each category. At last, we compare the quantity of positive and negative sentiment sentences and then we can get the sentiment orientation of the blogs. Fig. 1 is the system flow diagram.
Fig. 1. System Flow Diagram
The sentiment analysis technique in the paper is based on comment target extraction. For given material, we use Pan Gu segment and extract nouns and noun phrases as the candidate comment targets. Then we filter the candidate comment targets by term-frequency filtration and NN filtering algorithm, and finally get the table of targets.
The targets have some noise so we adopt filtration technique. The technological process has two parts. First, use term-frequency filtration to filter the targets. Second, use NN filtering algorithm to filter redundant nouns.
Term-frequency Filtration. We consider that comment targets are tend to appear in comments and some irrelevant nouns are seldom appeared in wares, such as 'limited company' and 'images'. We also find that term-frequency may filter some comment targets.
NN Filtering Algorithm. This algorithm mainly deals with the filtration of redundant nouns. In order to explain what redundancy is, we define s-support. For a noun t, assume that there are sentences containing t. In those s sentences, there are k sentences in which appear as individual comment targets (t is not shown in those k sentences). Then s-support=k/s. When the value of s-supports is less than the threshold of some comment target, we regard it as a redundant noun and filter it. The threshold value can be set to 0.5. Orientation Judgment on Comment Target. While making orientation judgment on comment targets, we analyze the structure of subjective sentences and divide them into four categories. Then we set different judgment rules for each category. Finally, we judge the blog's sentiment orientation according to the absolute value of the difference of positive and negative sentiment sentences.
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Categories of Sentiment Sentences.
Category 1
The sentence has obvious orientation. The context-free words with some kind of orientation (positive or negative) are much more than the other kind.
Category 2 The sentence has no obvious orientation but there are an equal number of positive and negative sentimental words.
Category 3
The sentence has no obvious orientation but its context has obvious orientation.
Category 4
The sentence has no obvious orientation and there is no sentimental word in it. Neither is its context.
Text orientation judgment.
For category 1, the polarity of the comment targets in sentence is same as the sentence's polarity.
For category 2, find out comment targets in the sentence. For each comment target, we select the nearest sentimental word as the directly-modified word within the limit of 8 words (experiment shows this size is suitable) of the comment target.
For category 3, use context information to judge orientation. It's a priority that the current sentence has the same polarity with its previous sentence. If there's no obvious orientation in the previous sentence, we consider the current to have the same polarity with its next sentence. After the orientation judgment of the sentence, the polarity of all comment targets in this sentence is the same as this sentence's polarity.
For category 4, find out comment targets in the sentence. Then find out the nearest context-dependent sentimental word. If the binary pair <sentimental word, comment target> has polarity, we extract the result. Otherwise we filter it. The table of context-dependent sentimental word is small and the word with comment targets can result in orientation. The table is established manually.
Finally, we judge the blog's sentiment orientation according to the absolute value of the difference of positive and negative sentiment sentences.
Testing Results. We have tested our content-based blogger's sentiment analysis system by using thirteen teacher's blogs. We've also compared the result of machine analysis with the result of manual analysis. The experimental result is shown in table 1. The accuracy of the system is 66.6% as it is shown in the table above, which illustrates our system's effectiveness. But we still find a problem that the system has a low accuracy when analyzing blogs with negative sentiment. It has analyzed only one of four blogs with negative sentiment and the accuracy is only 25%. One of the reasons for the problem is that the negative sentimental words in vocabulary are not comprehensive enough.
Conclusions
This paper describes a system for analysis of the blogger's sentiment based on Pan Gu segment component and its related technologies-comment target extraction and comment target orientation judgment. The system has a good test result. Moreover, sentiment analysis technology is still in its infancy and has wide research space.
